


To find ouT more abouT These recordings and our music for relaxaTion,
please visiT our WebsiTe: www.symbiosis-music.com

L isten to New Zealand… its forests; its waterfalls; its streams. 
Peaceful sounds from the Southern Hemisphere to soothe away 
the stresses of life.

Aotearoa is a unique collection of natural sounds from 
a country that no‑one who visits ever forgets. a country that 
refreshes; replenishes; inspires.

Lose yourself in the enchanting calls of Bellbirds, Kaka and 
tui. or simply picture yourself on an endless Pacific beach at 
sunset, lulled by the music of the gently lapping waves. Listen to 
aotearoa and get as far away from it all as you possibly can!

Nature Sounds of New Zealand

aotearoa
‘Land of the Long White Cloud ’

These unique recordings from Symbiosis capture the true beauty 
of New Zealand’s natural sounds: from enchanting bird‑calls and 
the peaceful Pacific ocean to the power of distant rolling thunder 
and geothermal activity.

The album features the calls of the Bellbird, tui, Kaka and 
Saddleback; gently relaxing early morning forest and bush 
atmospheres; the sounds of hot springs & bubbling mud; and the 
ebb and flow of the sea.

Enjoy rElaxing to thEsE ‘Postcards in sound’
from a rEmarkablE natural havEn!SYMNZ2020

Cabbage TreeS,
TiriTiri MaTaNgi iSlaNd

http://www.symbiosis-music.com


(Deluxe Edition) ~ Recorded by SYMBIOSIS Aotearoa
 1. WaTTle Track in The Wind, TiriTiri maTangi island
   Bellbirds; Saddlebacks; Fantails; distant Stitchbirds.
 2. daWn To dusk relaxaTion
   Peaceful sounds, from the dawn chorus to a lone Morepork at night: includes Tuis, Fantails & a Country Garden.
 3. kapiTi island - Tui’s paradise
   Kapiti’s rich bird-life featuring Tui; Weka; Kaka; Whiteheads & North Island Robin.
 4. WaiTomo & king counTry (WeTa mix)
   Birdsong; Rain; Distant Thunder & Water sounds (Waitomo, the Glowworm Caves & Mapara Wildlife Reserve.)
 5. pacific shores (kaikoura; oamaru & oTago)
   With Little Blue & Yellow-Eyed Penguins.
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Nature Sounds of New Zealand

 6. bellbird daWn, souTh island
   Gorgeous song from Bellbirds in woodland by the shores of Lake Rotoiti. 
 7. lazy summer days, nz
   A relaxing summer symphony from cicadas, birds and streams.
 8. The poWer of moTher earTh (roTorua)
   Geothermal activity from the steaming and bubbling Rotorua region.
 9. nga manu (The birds)
   Tuneful tribute to New Zealand’s unique bird-life. (Includes Kea & Kiwi) 
 10. aoTearoa – a naTural reprise
   Signature sounds from the whole album are reprised in a single track. 
 11. sWeeT sounds on The sea breeze (bellbird & Tui mix)
   Performed by Clive Williamson (Autoharp), accompanied by New Zealand’s nature.



recorded and mixed by Clive Williamson, 
a bbC-trained musician, sound engineer 
and producer, who founded the british-
based relaxation group Symbiosis. 

bUSH WalK,
KapiTi iSlaNd



1. WaTTle Track in The Wind,
TiriTiri maTangi island
Bellbirds and Saddlebacks sing as Wattle trees sway in 
the breeze on this beautiful island, now managed by 
the Department of Conservation – with Fantails and 
distant Stitchbirds.



KapiTi iSlaNd aT dUSK

3. kapiTi island – Tui’s paradise
tui’s song and flight with Weka clucking and foraging in the 
Bush; Kaka calls; Whiteheads and North Island robin;
Several tuis and Bellbirds feeding overhead in rata trees.

2. daWn To dusk relaxaTion
0.00: Waitomo Valley at Dawn
2.24: Morning Surf, Whangaparaoa Bay
3.44: Birds & Bees – Waterfall Gully track, Shakespear regional Park
4.52: Marble terrace, Waimangu Volcanic Valley
6.59: tui & Fantails in the rain, Nga Manu Sanctuary
9.26: Country Garden – Late afternoon, Maropiu

11.37: Fields & Stream at Night with Morepork, Maropiu



4. WaiTomo & king counTry (WeTa mix)
 0.00: Waitomo Valley at Daybreak (pictured)
 2.04: Calm before the Storm; Mapara Wildlife reserve
 4.46: Distant thunder; Mapara Wildlife reserve
 9.13: Gentle Waterfall at Night; opapaka Walk, Waitomo (with Weta)

 10.30: Inside the Glowworm Caves, Waitomo



5. pacific shores
ocean Sounds from the Kaikoura 
region; Blue Penguin Colony, oamaru;
Chicks feeding and adult calling,
Yellow eyed Penguin Conservation 
reserve, otago Peninsula.

Kaikoura

oamaru

otago 
Peninsula

MOeraKi
bOUlderS



6. bellbird daWn, souTh island
Dawn chorus and morning calls heard on the Bellbird 
Walk near St. arnaud at the north end of Lake 
rotoiti (pictured). also features Weka calls.

7. lazy summer days, nz
Waimangu afternoon; Pororari river 
track (Punakaiki, S.I.); Daybreak in 
Dannevirke; Sunny afternoon  – Lower 
Hutt; Cicadas near Maropiu (N.I.)



8. The poWer of moTher earTh
Geothermal activity from the rotorua region, featuring 
seething pools, hot stream and springs, hissing steam vents 
and boiling mud. (Photo: Champagne Lake, Wai-O-Tapu)



10. aoTearoa – a naTural
reprise
Highlights from the album: Waitomo’s 
Dawn Chorus; tui’s song on Kapiti Island; 
Gentle thunder over Mapara reserve; 
Inside the Glowworm Caves; rotorua’s
Boiling Mud Pools. 

9. nga manu (The birds)
Kea; Kaka; North Island Bellbird; Saddleback; 
tui; Whiteheads; Kakariki; Juvenile Bellbirds; 
Saddlebacks; South Island Bellbirds; Stitchbird; 
‘Jack’ the tui (from Pukaha Mount Bruce 
Wildlife Centre); South Island Bellbirds; 
Morepork; Kiwi; Kea.

11. sWeeT sounds on The sea 
breeze (bellbird & Tui mix)
Written and performed by Clive Williamson
        of Symbiosis. Features birdsong
    recorded on the off‑shore sanctuaries
        of Kapiti and tiritiri Matangi
     Islands. (tuis, Bellbirds and
         Saddlebacks.)

TaKaHe TUi FeediNg ON FraNgipaNi



1. Champagne lake, Wai-O-Tapu
2a. North island robin 
2b. Fantail display
3. Clive with d.O.C.’s barbara &
 ray Walter on Tiritiri Matangi
4. boiling Mud pool, rotorua
5.  Weka examines recording gear,
 Kapiti island Nature reserve
6. lady Knox geyser, rotorua
7. ray Walter and rare Takahe
8. Tree Ferns
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In the southern hemisphere’s summer of 1995/96 and spring 
of ’97, musician and sound engineer Clive Williamson 
visited New Zealand to record the country’s beautiful nature 
sounds. the result was AOTEAROA – Nature Sounds of 
New Zealand, an album which captures the essence of many 
of NZ’s amazing natural environments. From forests and 
bush to Pacific shores, via waterfalls, caves, streams and 
extraordinary geothermal activity, the album features relaxing 
and energising ‘postcards in sound’ from all over the country. 
Clive Williamson’s recording odyssey took him from the Bay 
of Islands in the north to Dunedin and the otago Peninsula 
in the south to hear New Zealand’s wonderful natural 
atmospheres and the calls of entrancing birds like the tui, 
Bellbird and Saddleback.

each track on AOTEAROA 
is presented as a sound 
journey through a different 
region of New Zealand. 
the bird‑rich off‑shore 
island sanctuaries of 
tiritiri Matangi and Kapiti 
are both featured, as is 
rotorua and the Pacific 
coastline of the South 
Island with its colonies 
of Little Blue and Yellow 
eyed penguins. another 
‘journey’ was recorded 
in Waitomo and King 
Country in the centre of 
North Island, where Clive 

aotearoa – Nature Sounds of New Zealand
recorded by Clive Williamson

was caught in a thunderstorm in Mapara Wildlife reserve. 
the spectacular rolling thunder is one of the highlights of 
the album, as is the atmospheric sound of water dripping in 
Waitomo’s famous glowworm caves afterwards.

Helping ecology in New Zealand

During his travels with his tape recorder, Clive was particularly 
impressed by the dedicated ecological work he encountered all 
over NZ. “Many of the places I visited were doing an amazing 
job conserving and restoring New Zealand’s fascinating 
indigenous wildlife,” he says, “like Kapiti Island; the Yellow 
eyed Penguin Conservation reserve near Dunedin; and the 
oamaru Blue Penguin Colony. But the place that seemed to 
need the most help was tiritiri Matangi Island, so we are 
donating a portion of the royalties from this album to them 
as a contribution to their marvellous work with endangered 
species of birds such as the saddleback, stitchbird and takahe!”

the New Zealand tourism Board’s London office were so 
impressed by AOTEAROA that they sponsored its release 
in the UK. they saw the album as a perfect way to promote 
New Zealand as a unique holiday destination that ‘refreshes, 
replenishes and inspires.’

With its superb recording quality and evocative peaceful 
atmospheres, anyone can now soothe away the stresses of life 
and be transported to this wonderful country by listening to 
AOTEAROA – Nature Sounds of New Zealand!

As used by the BBC and featured in the Royal New Zealand 
Ballet’s original production of “The Piano” (2018).



77 Mins
SYMNZ2020

Information and Updates 
the original version of the album was released in the U.K. 
in May 1997, with six tracks and a playing time of 52 
minutes. Clive Williamson visited NZ for a month in 2001 
to promote the launch of a special New Zealand edition, was 
manufactured and distributed throughout the country by 
auckland‑based oDe records and Marbeck’s record store.

this 20th anniversary Deluxe Edition adds five new tracks, 
extending the playing time to over 77 minutes, and including 
several new location recordings made by Clive while visiting 
the South Island during 2001. 

Credits and thanks
Digitally recorded, mixed and mastered by
Clive Williamson of Symbiosis [Supporters 
of tiritiri Matangi (Inc), New Zealand.]

thanks to all those who helped with the 
recording of this album, and especially to 
emily and Ines Sinclair; Barbara & ray 
Walter; Howard McGrouther; staff at 
the oamaru Blue Penguin Colony; and to 
roger Marbeck for his continued support 
for this project in NZ.

Photography and design by Clive Williamson.
additional photographs by emily Sinclair (Whale on Page 8; 
TiriTiri CD Presentation on Page 12) and annette turnbull‑
Dew (Portrait on Page 13).
traditional Bone Carvings by rob and Sherri Marshall.

aotearoa – Nature Sounds of New Zealand

Contacts
Symbiosis are based in Devon in the South West of england.
Website: www.symbiosis‑music.com
email: relax@symbiosis‑music.com
address: Symbiosis Music, 14 ash Hill road, torquay,
 Devon, tQ1 3HZ, U.K.
Phone: +44 (0)1803 293030

Sounds and Locations
Features sounds from: Wai‑o‑tapu and 
Waimangu thermal reserves (rotorua), 
Waitomo Glow‑worm Caves, the Hauraki 
Gulf, Kaikoura, birdsong and bird calls, 
tui, bellbird (korimako, makomako), 
saddleback (tieke), kaka, kea, fantail 
(piwakawaka), morepork (ruru), whitehead 
(popokatea), New Zealand robin 
(toutouwai), stitchbird (hihi), red‑crowned 
parakeet (kakariki), grey warbler (riroriro), 
yellow‑eyed penguin (hoiho), blue penguin (korora), weka, 
cicadas (kihikihi), chaffinch, song‑thrush, sparrow, tiritiri 
Matangi and Kapiti islands, gentle rainfall, distant thunder, 
surf, Mapara reserve, oamaru, otago Peninsula, Shakespear 
regional Park, Nga Manu Sanctuary, Whangaparaoa Bay, the 
dawn chorus, temperate rain forest, and the Pacific ocean.

this Deluxe Edition adds the sounds of: kiwi, South Island 
bellbirds, silvereyes, blackbird, weta, Lake rotoiti (Bellbird 
Walk), and the Pororari river near Punakaiki, S.I.

bellbird

TUi
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Music by Symbiosis
To listen or buy online, visit www.symbiosis-music.com

… or search for ‘symbiosis’ on iTunes

Playing time: 72 mins

Symbiosis create beautiful atmospheric and visionary music which is perfect for gentle relaxation. 
albums like Touching the Clouds, Amber and Jade and The Comfort Zone are ideal for anyone who 
needs to relax and dissipate the stresses and strains of daily life, or for use by holistic practitioners 
and complementary therapists. Mellifluous flute‑playing (from John Hackett), gentle acoustic 
guitar, serene soundscapes and pastoral nature sounds all help to conjure up soft and delicate 
moods, creating a sublime listening experience throughout these extended play releases.

Now available to listen on apple Music and Spotify, or to buy from itunes, cdbaby, amazon 
Music, Google Play Music and all major digital distributors worldwide. 

Playing time: 74 mins Playing time: 61 mins
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